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NEW

CrossLink®185Power
 
Optimum shock protection 
of the busbar system thanks to 
CrossLink shock protection modules
 
CrossLink shock protection modules 
ensure direct and dependable connection 
of all components

50mm and 100mm wide modules

Additional base plate profi les permit 
phase shrouding

NEW

185Power
 
Quick, rapid mounting
 
Individual and fl exible setting up

Extensive shock protection 
ensures greater safety

Standardised components permit 
time-savings and a more orderly 
arrangement in the control cabinet

System benefits
In low-voltage panel boards – whether as main or sub-
distributions, transformer stations or other distribution 
cabinets – a high energy outlay coupled with a slender 
design determines the basic set-up requirement.
185Power with its high-capacity components serves 
requirements by means of a perfectly matched system 
and both provides for much easier mounting and user 
safety and plant security.
A highlight of Wöhner’s 185Power is the new 
EQUES®185Power adapter for all standard circuit-
breakers (MCCB) as well as all the other elements of a 
sustainable system – from busbar supports, terminals, 
system covers for optimum shock protection through 
to the new QUADRON®185Power NH switch discon-
nector series. 

CrossLink®system and 
busbar supports 
The 185Power system is based on the busbar supports 
which can be adjusted to the various busbar sizes. 
They allow fl at busbars to be fi xed without any drilling. 
Contact protection is assured by a separate busbar 
 support cover.
The 50mm and 100mm wide CrossLink® contact pro-
tection modules make individual solutions a thing of 
the past. Operation of the CrossLink® busbar covers 
ensures easy and assured positioning of the components 
at all times. The risk of an external-ignited arc is min-
imised.

EQUES®185Power
The adapters enable circuit-breakers to be directly, 
quickly and easily mounted on the 185Power system. 
They can also be used for both feed-in and outgoing 
feeds from the busbar system. This, of course, also holds 
good for the customary 630A - 1600A circuit-breakers. 
In general, there are two variants for busbar mounting. 
The fi rst one is the usual one involving direct connection 
with screw connections onto the drilled busbars.
The other is the extremely convenient and time-saving 
variant with clamps as a no-drill mounting on a contact-
protected system.
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NEW 

EQUES®185Power 
 
Adapter for all customary  
630A - 1600A circuit-breakers 
 
Terminal and screw connection 

Integrated current measurement  
with standard current transformers 

Shock protection cover for the  
connection set and terminal  
space of the circuit-breaker 

NEW 

QUADRON®185Power 
 
NH in-line fuse switch disconnector  
Sizes 00 - 3 
 
Modification outgoing  feeder top/ 
bottom possible 

Prepared for fitting of current transformers 

Other variants: 
Double NH in-line fuse switch  
disconnector,  NH in-line fuse switch  
disconnector 910A, fuse monitoring

Shock protection covers for connection of the circuit-
breaker are available as accessories. This is where busbar  
system shock protection is continued. Space-saving inte-
gration of current transformers can be accommodated 
on the adapter assembly. 

QUADRON®185Power
The newly devised NH in-line switch dis connectors of  
the 00 to 3 sizes can be mounted rapidly, easily and 
securely, without the need for drilling. The convenient 
line terminal and transformer integration represent 
additional highlights of this innovative strip group.
The lateral ducts of the QUADRON®185Power NH in-line 
switch disconnectors produce a kind of draw-off chim-
ney which acts as a cooling and ventilation system and 
pinpoints the discharge of switching gases and heat.
There is no trouble in fitting any variant of the NH  
in-line fuse switch disconnectors of Sizes 00 to 3 in  
the 185Power system. Based on individual requirements, 
the in-line switch disconnectors can be conveniently, 
quickly and securely mounted with clamps or with 
 conventional  screw fitting to the drilled busbar.

CRITO®185Power
There are basically two ways to effect variable feed-in 
and connection of busbar systems. The terminal strips 
enable both conductors and laminated flexible copper 
busbars up to an installation width of 100mm to be 
 compactly connected. For larger power requirements, 
the 3 pole connection modules with optional contact 
protection covers are recommended.    

NEW 

Clamp of the NH fuse  
in-line switch disconnector 
QUADRON®185Power 

Straight forward, safe, efficient:  
Mounting with clamp  
on the contact protector
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